Pt cruiser 2001 problems

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Very hard to
find correct fuse with owner's manual". Control of head lamps is on a central control stalk on
the stearing wheel and the switch to the fog light failed in the on position". Went out and it was
some sort of malfunction. Headlights and interior lights were on. A friend ended up pulling the
fuses to get them to shut off. Headlights and side lights work fine". Easy to replace. Foglamp
switch has shorted out twice causing fog lights to remain on draining the battery. Solution is to
pull fuse on panel for fog lamp circuit". Haven't made appointment to fix yet. But intend to
soon". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. It was easier to buy the whole control arm
and have it installed than to have just the bushings replaced". Over all car had very low miles
and thought it would be a safe buy. Fortunately I was able to drive to a garage. Due to being
worn out. Developed a power steering leak and noise when making a turn. Replaced steering
gear assembly. As I was driving and turned a corner my right front wheel felt wobbly. When I
looked the wheel was bent inward from the bottom and top of wheel was bent outward. It
couldn't be driven so had it towed to a service provider to fix. Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
It may be that the anti-lock system is disconnected, but it does not seem to affect function". The
tire went flat. When I got to the shop I use, the mechanic couldn't touch the wheel because it
was just short of hot enough to set the tire on fire. The real problem was a broken arm or caliper
in the brake on the right front wheel. I think it was just plain old wear. My Cruiser has its
crotchets and age-related problems, but I won't give it up until either Chrysler starts building
them again whoever decided to stop building them was an unadulterated fool or the mechanic
tells me my car can't be made road-safe for any price. It's versatile, easy to park, gets
acceptable mileage even with a refurbished engine long story , feels roomy and lets the driver
sit up rather than sitting on the floor with her legs straight out in front, doesn't have a
excessively long hood and invisible trunk one might back into whatever is behind the car, is
distinctive and appealing to look at, and can carry a significant load easily. I reiterate--Chrysler
made a significant blunder when it discontinued the PT Cruiser. Really fixes my car in good time
and at a fair price. Quit driving. Engine and trans fine. Plenty of lining left on brake. Cleaned
completely, greased springs and squeak stops for a short while 1 day miles and then returns.. I
squirt brake cleaner into drum and it stops temporarily again. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. I was towed home, again". Had the water pump
replaced, but leaks appeared elsewhere in the cooling system. Had to have thermostat replaced
along with several tubes". The water pump appeared original to the car when it was replaced.
The head gasket is damaged as a result". Replaced to fix problem. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I just leave it covered.
We have attempted to have it repainted by body shop, but the cracks keep appearing". A couple
of small areas have had paint flake off entirely, allowing rust to start. For a 14 year-old car which
has never been garaged, this seems not to be a significant co". I have notice many other PTs
with the same problem. It will just have to stay as is. The paint is extremely faded om spots,
chipping, peeling. It's just a mess and costs more to paint than it is worth, however, it's
comfortable and runs well for grandma. I had already replaced the condenser and compressor. I
chose to speak about the evaporator because it was so expensive to replace. The whole
dashboard had to be removed to get to it. I wish it could be". I've had various parts of the
system replaced over the years, but the leak always comes back. Fortunately, it's a fairly slow
leak, so I just get the refrigerant topped up every two or three oil changes. The benefits still
outweigh the drawbacks. Leak started about 3 years ago. I add refrigerant and it last about a
month and then begins to lose cooling. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Determined to be a failed engine computer. New
computers no longer available, so had to use reconditioned used computer from Chrysler. The
4th one they provided did the job and the car has run without additional problems for over a
year. However, with the replacement of the head gasket plus the following computer problem,
the car was in the shop for nearly 6 weeks. We are not sure where it is going". IT would never go

in straight so some oil change monkey screwed it in, and cross fitted it. So the easy fix was
something called a piggy back plug. The biggest other problem was over heating, After two new
thermostat's didn't work we narrowed it down to the electronic fan not coming on, so we just
wired it direct, and i do have a switch, but i just run it all the time, and that seems to work. Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. All I knew was the engine stopped in the fast
lane on a Hiway and I pulled to the shoulder, and I had to be towed miles to my car mechanic to
have fixed; and they did. I don't know what it was". Result was a 'tightening' of the gear box
selection. Car's clutch is like it was when it was brand new. It had become over time a bit loose
and sloppy". I corrected it by adding a new circle clip. This is the 2nd time that this happened.
The last time the dealer replaced the entire shift linkage assembly which was not needed".
Diagnosis was very difficult with replacement of various relays and the battery. Finally the
transmission computer replacement fixed it". Tried to fix it myself with a new gasket but it still
leaks a little". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I feel
this is just normal wear and tear on a vehicle. Replaced transmission with a rebuilt transmission
from Chrysler. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Leaves out most after
market cat converters and amounts to price gouging by the state to the repair facility". Engine
rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or
timing belt. Luckily we parked car and got towed to repair shop. Mechanic thought we should
have been told to change belt long before. We had previously only used Chrysler service".
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Crack does not interfere with
visibility while driving". I've had to replace them". Towing, repair, and complete vehicle mistrust
now. I had just turned a corner and was, luckily, going quite slow". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Car was non drivable. Occurred at miles and at miles reoccurring problem.
First repair under warranty but had to hire an AES expert instructor to show dealership the
solution. For a car 17 years old, I guess I should be grateful". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Reactivate now to get
the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used The attention-getting PT Cruiser is essentially a front-wheel drive
wagon, although its taller height gives it more of an SUV look, as well as a slightly higher
driving position. The Cruiser offers attractively flexible interior packaging, but is limited by its
powertrain and total cargo capacity. There are 7 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Very hard to find
correct fuse with owner's manual" Alan R. Control of head lamps is on a central control stalk on
the stearing wheel and the switch to the fog light failed in the on position" Anonymous, PA
Chrysler PT Cruiser Limited 2. Solution is to pull fuse on panel for fog lamp circuit" Gerald L.
But intend to soon" James L. Ball joints "They were worn out" Charles B. It was easier to buy
the whole control arm and have it installed than to have just the bushings replaced" Barry A.
The head gasket is damaged as a result" Bonnie J. Loose exterior trim or moldings "A cosmetic
trim running board located on the bottom of the rear doors are glued on and are now separating
from the door panel" Anonymous, PA Chrysler PT Cruiser Limited 2. For a 14 year-old car which
has never been garaged, this seems not to be a significant co" Jon R. I wish it could be" B H.
Accessory belts or pulleys "serpentine belt was badky frayed at , miles replacement was
comlicated and costly" Anonymous, CO Chrysler PT Cruiser Limited 2. Air or water leaks "i
know the car is old but does not have alot of miles on it for its age but the water pump just
started leaking and overheating just recently" Steve L. Coolers and lines "I really didn't know
what was the problem child. It had become over time a bit loose and sloppy" James L. The last
time the dealer replaced the entire shift linkage assembly which was not needed" Lawrence G.

Tried to fix it myself with a new gasket but it still leaks a little" Barry A. Clutch replacement
"Normal wear of the clutch" Lawrence G. Leaves out most after market cat converters and
amounts to price gouging by the state to the repair facility" Allen S. Crack does not interfere
with visibility while driving" Jon R. I've had to replace them" Eugene K. Driveshaft or axle
"Pulled into a parking spot and both front tires were pointing in different directions. Battery not
hybrid or electric "Replace" Walter B. For a car 17 years old, I guess I should be grateful" Gerald
L. Fuel injection system "I have to run Fuel injector cleaning through it about twice a month.
See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chrysler PT Cruiser. Honda Civic. Toyota
Corolla. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number
of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall
Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From
Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access
to ratings and reviews. The following chart shows the 24 most common problems for Chrysler
Pt Cruiser. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system
with 70 problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's structure 61
problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The
PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per
Year. If the total number of problems reported by Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners in the last 19 years
is , and the age of the vehicle is 19, the PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more
information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison across Chrysler Pt Cruiser
model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems reported during each
of the service years since the debut of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser in When making the decision
between buying a new or used Chrysler Pt Cruiser, the following table can be used to compare
the Chrysler Pt Cruiser with the Chrysler Pt Cruiser from other model years. Note that the
number of problems reported for the Pt Cruiser is while the average number of problems
reported for the 10 model years of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser is Car Problems. Table 1. Common
problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Chrysler Pt Cruiser with
other model years. Electrical System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Gasoline Fuel System. Air
Bag. Exterior Lighting. Power Train. Service Brakes. Unknown Or Other. Seat Belt. Vehicle
Speed Control. Other Fuel System. Parking Brake. Child Seat. Air Brake. Interior Lighting.
Switch Year: The compact PT Cruiser is a retro-style wagon or convertible produced by
American automaker Chrysler. The PT Cruiser debuted in , with the convertible version arriving
in Both body styles have been available in several variations and trim levels. Despite a generally
good reputation for safety and reliability, the PT Cruiser has become known for several
recurring problems that owners and potential buyers should be aware of. Some of the most
common problems with the PT Cruiser involve the vehicle's engine. The PT Cruiser's 4-cylinder
engine, shared with several other Chrysler vehicles, is sometimes known to burn oil and may
need more added on a regular basis in order to operate smoothly. In other cases rough idling or
a faulty "check engine" warning light may occur. Stalling and difficulty starting are other
common PT Cruiser engine complaints. While some of these issues may be covered under an
extended powertrain warranty, engine repairs on older vehicles can be costly. Another series of
common PT Cruiser problems center upon the electrical system. Many of these involve the PT
Cruiser's ignition, with some owners citing cases where the car will not start. Other electrical
problems have concerned the dashboard instruments, with brake warning lights that remain lit
and radio malfunctions. Electrical accessories including fog lights and power automatic
windows and door locks may also be prone to failure. Throughout its production the PT Cruiser
has been the subject of several recalls by Chrysler due to known mechanical issues. A recall
impacting nearly 7, vehicles was intended to replace faulty ball joints. In , more than , Chrysler
vehicles were recalled because of the positioning of a power steering hose that could result in a
power steering fluid leak. Another recall dealt with a known issue involving the anti-lock brakes
on just over PT Cruisers. Some PT Cruiser models have also been recalled due to specific
problems with safety equipment. In more than 16, vehicles were recalled because of visibility
problems with some turn signals. Some 38, vehicles were part of a recall intended to correct
glass windows that had been attached using inferior parts and were at risk of detaching from
the vehicle while driving. A recall was enacted that did not involve any repairs to the PT Cruiser;
rather, a misprint in the owners manual that listed an improper procedure for anchoring a child
seat was corrected with new documentation sent to owners. Another group of problems with
the PT Cruiser involve general shortcomings. Owners voiced some complaints about the
vehicle's power until a turbocharged engine was offered on some models starting in With the
exception of a convertible model, modifications to the PT Cruiser have been few and far

between, leading come automotive critics to bemoan the lack of modern styling. Mechanical
Recalls Throughout its production the PT Cruiser has been the subject of several recalls by
Chrysler due to known mechanical issues. Safety Recalls Some PT Cruiser models have also
been recalled due to specific problems with safety equipment. References PT Cruiser Problems.
Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners have reported a total of 3, problems for their cars built in the 10
model years listed in the chart below. The chart shows the number of problems reported across
all service years for each given model year of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The Chrysler Pt Cruiser
cars have the most problems reported problems. The following chart shows the 26 most
common problems for Chrysler Pt Cruiser cars. The number one most common problem is
related to the vehicle's electrical system problems. The second most common problem is
related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling problems. It would not be fair to compare the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser of an older model year to newer model years since older vehicles have been
in service longer and thus are expected to have more problems. In order to compare the
reliability across Pt Cruiser model years, we use the PPMY index which is defined as the
problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller PPMY index indicates greater
reliability of the given model year cars. Another way to measure the reliability across the model
years of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser is to use the total number of problems reported during the
vehicle's first year in service, as shown in the Table 4. Car Problems. Table 1. Total number of
problems by model year for Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Table 2. Common problems of Chrysler Pt
Cruiser. Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in vehicle's; first service year. Electrical System.
Engine And Engine Cooling. Air Bag. Exterior Lighting. Power Train. Service Brakes. Show more
problems Gasoline Fuel System. Vehicle Speed Control. Unknown Or Other. Seat Belt. Other
Fuel System. Electronic Stability Control. Parking Brake. Air Brake. Child Seat. Interior Lighting.
Diesel Fuel System. My girlfriends car has been overheating the last couple days. We would put
coolant and it would be fine. Then today after we would put coolant, it would still overheat. I
filled up the overflow tank. I would let the car run to try to get all the air bubbles out, but it didnt
do anything. When I would turn the car off, it would start pushing all the coolant out and it
would only do it when I would turn the car off. I would put more coolant while the car ran but
nothing happened until I turned the car off, then it would push the coolant out. Could it be the
thermostat? Motor is a 2. I have the same problem, changed the thermostat, it did not fix it. A lot
of people are saying it may be the radiator fan, there are two speeds and the lower speed often
burns out or the relay switch is bad. It seems to be a common problem for the PT Cruisers, my
next step is to write to Chrysler to see if there was a recall. Good Luck! PS: I also changed the
radiator cap made no difference. Dougspt answered 6 years ago. I feel like I'm one of the me too
guys. My 02 pt cruiser will run fine for a few days then it hits the fan. Pardon my play on words, I
have spent quite a bit changing the cheap parts. When it overheats it boils back out of the
coolant reservoir. I am wondering if the PCM has anything to do with the fan not running at the
proper speed? I presently have miles on the engine that is in it. I bought the car used, it is under
warranty. Good Luck to you. Topped it off with replacing the timing belt which has nothing to do
with the overheating but recommended replacement is at , miles and mine had 95, at the time.
Rather replace it now than pay the extra labor charge to re-open the engine. Good luck with
your repairs. Mekanikolangpo answered 4 years ago. I've read all of your problems guys. Did
you bleed the cooling system when you filled coolant? AceAlba answered 4 years ago. I have
the same issue with my pt cruiser. Im going to replace the fans. Im might try a head gasket
treatment. Kgilmore19 answered 3 years ago. We had to replace radiator and coolant tank to get
it fixed.. You might have a hair line crack in the coolant tank or radiator that is big enough to
mess with the car. GuruKJLN answered 3 years ago. My PT wash boiling back into the reservoir
also. Had to change out the radiator cap as it did not make a complete seal. It has been a year
and no gurgling or boil back. Because the engine compartment is so small, no good air flow in
summer high heat, I was advised to add an additional fan. Still looking for that and how to do it.
Had something to do with a turbo model. GregPT answered 3 years ago. On my PT I've had a
gurgling sound for several months, and just noticed it was coolant that was boiling back into
the reservoir. A new radiator cap solved the problem. I have , miles, and didn't have overheating
until recently. The rubber seal on the old cap was worn thin and broke off easily when I tested it.
So if you have boiling into the reservoir, I'd suggest you start with a new radiator cap because
the old one isn't keeping proper sealing or pressure to keep the hot coolant in the system.
Guru9TVKL answered 3 years ago. I have a 01 PT Cruiser and mine overheats when I'm idle
such as sitting in traffic or charging the battery. I discovered the problem back in October when
I was charging my battery. I notice it was over heating while in idle. I hear it gurgling when I turn
off the car and I'm planning on a cross country drive tomorrow afternoon. I'll replace the
radiator cap to see if it fixes it. TheCrock answered 3 years ago. I can drive forever with the
temperature gauge at medium as long as I am on the main roads. As soon as I need to stop start

in the city or in traffic or idle it overheats. If I can get back out of traffic and drive at a reasonable
speed before it becomes critical it cools again quite quickly. Everything has been tried but it has
taken a while to realise that the radiator fan has only one speed instead of two and requires a
new relay switch or a new sensor??? Am awaiting part now. Just to tell you the part came in
today and was fitted immediately. I have since driven it for at least a couple of hours on main
roads and in the town, spent some time idling. This is at well over 80 degrees The temperature
gauge has not reached a quarter and there is no bubbling or gurgling. I am not technical eough
to tell you exactly what they did other than it was a sensor that controls the radiator speed. I am
a happy man! GuruRJ answered 3 years ago. Bobby answered 3 years ago. My PT has over ,
miles and I have gone through 3 or 4 cooling fans. Only once, has the problem been the
thermostat. Most mechanical guys should be able to replace the fan themselves in a few hours.
Sorry I missed your question , First of all, despite some pretty hot weather the car has not
overheated or anywhere close to being a problem since the fix over a month ago. There were a
couple of problems which it seems were caused by the overheating. My air conditioning blew a
day or so before the problem was fixed. Seems it was the compressor, I was shown some parts
which had been blackened and almost burned. That cost a pretty penny! I cannot tell you the
part that was replaced to alleviate the overheating Spanish does not run to technical terms and
for the life of me cannot read the bill. However from what I gather the fan has two speeds one
which kicks in when idling and temperature reaches a certain point. The motor and sensor
which controls fan speed was only working when I was travelling at speed such as on the
highway , As soon as I hit traffic , lights, and generally stop and start city driving the second
speed should have kicked in , It did not. Seems feasible. If I could get my speed up again before
the warning lights came on , my temperature would normalise!! I used to travel with the gauge
half way between hot and cold , Now , even in the hottest weather in town it only just goes over
a quarter. I was always topping up water and have not had to do so , and the gurgling has gone.
Fingers crossed , we are fixed! Thanks for your help!! Sophiapt answered 2 years ago. Peter
answered about a year ago. I am having the same type of thing. I can drive for about 20 minutes
with the temperature at halfway, then it starts creeping up. About 2 minutes after it starts to
creep up it gets to red and stays there so I have to pull over and wait for it to cool off. I have
replaced the thermostat and the radiator cap, that seemed to work for like a week. The fan is
working. Anything else it could be at this point besides a head gasket? DaDonnieDiff answered
10 months ago. A lot of the times those things have the upper radiator hose swell up and cause
a vapor lock at the manifold. Seen this issue at least 15 times. In all cases, it was that hose Hope
this helps! Then today after we would put I habe a pt cruiser.. Kept overheating, changed the
radiator cap, then the radiator, thermostat. I recently changes the fan, car started up, i shut off
now it wont start any sugge I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chrysler PT
Cruiser question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. This gangster-style design was completely different from anything with wheels back in
And it indeed had a polarizing effect on car buyers. Fans emerged who were fiercely loyal and
embraced the car with enthusiasm. Regardless of which team you align yourself with, one thing
is certain. This car was drastically different. As with many models, there were a few common
complaints from those who actually owned and loved them. PT Cruiser. Looks like a hearse for
little people. But for many PT Cruiser owners, it was a legitimate malfunction. More than vehicle
owners reported experiencing erratic operation of the turn signal level and some of the exterior
lights. Problems occurred for through its final model year, and around 89, miles. The wireless
control module WCM is the primary culprit. Remedies were minor, including the WCM
replacement. Over several model years, one recall involved the high-pressure power steering
hose and required complete replacement. If left un-replaced, the transaxle differential cover
would wear prematurely. The powertrain control module, responsible for regulating shift quality,
required trips to the dealership for many owners. Others had to return with ongoing issues to
address the erroneous CEL software enhancements. More than people pointed this out as a
hassle, just to maintain or improve shifting dynamics. Other software updates have been
documented as fixes for interior lighting, components, and accessory functions, as well. PT
Cruiser owners do. Everyone else probably falls into the anti-PT camps. The more recent
production years brought more improvements in terms of power under the hood and added
features. Just be mindful of some of these past issues and complaints. It can make your PT
Cruiser ownership experience that much better. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get

involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
July Hi, I'm new to this site so I couldn't reply earlier. I've had similar start problems with my '
This cured my problems for a while. Then the battery got a short in it and acted exactly like
yours--lights and clicking but no start. I installed a new "heat handler" battery and noticed that
the original battery "thermal wrap" was missing. I put one and haven't had any more problems
after these three "fixes". Dinsdale, I hope you have gotten an answer to this by now, but if you
haven't It is. Balance and Fading are handled by two small rotary switches underneath the
volume switch. To adjust the balance or fading, you have to press on the appropriate switch to
make sure that it is extended. The normal position for the switch is with it pressed in which
disables the switch so you don't accidently change the settings. With the switch sticking out,
rotating it will adjust the balance or the fading. To the right of the balance and fader switches
are the tone controls, slider switches to control the bass and the treble. The base sound system
is noted for only fair bass response. The Eagles were worn out by 30, miles. The Douglas tires
still look brand new with over 10, miles no visible wear and have far better traction than the
Eagles ever did. Plus Wal-mart is good about fixing any problems free or very cheap - good road
hazard guarantee. My Limited has about 45, miles and I am experiencing trouble with it slipping
out of gear as I am driving. In the last few days I had heard a "whining" sort of sound that got
faster as I accelerated. Then while driving home it would just slip into "neutral" and not engage.
It will last about seconds and then it kicks in again. It happens at any time. When I try to start
from being stopped sometimes it will happen. Not a consistent finding. Has anyone had this
problem??? Only two years old and the car is having this major problem? I have it at the dealers
right now waiting for Monday morning so they can look at it. I have loved my car but now I'm
afraid my bubble will be broken. I just dropped my PT Limited off at the dealer because it would
slip out of gear while driving and then catch seconds later. It did not matter if I was driving or
trying to start from a stop. The fluid levels were all fine when I checked them and no engine
lights had gone on at all. I hope this is not a bad omen. My recently had some body repair done
thanks to a deer, it ran down a small hill right into my front passenger door. While parked inside
the body shop the very same thing happened to the same window. The owner said he thought
maybe some fumes built up in it while they were working on the front fender, but it should have
blowed outward not inward. I lost the light behind the gas gauge, then part of the speedometer
would not work finally stayed lit except for the 40 to 60 mph range. Then last night the whole
instrument cluster lights failed, all I can see is the mileage, and radio. Chrysler should
guarantee their products integrity. The problem was that the trans was going into it's limp
mode. I'm at a loss if I should believe him. Did you have any work done and if so what did you
do and did it help. Any words will help, Thanks. Please, someone tell me whats the problem for
these three codes P, P and P The dealer won't tell me. The explainations are in plain text not
technical verbage,enough for you to know what the error is, and that is where I got the following
answers from. To save you a minute: P is a problem with the charging system, check alternator.
P is that the battery has been disconnected in the last 50 starts. And P is "The automatic
transmission computer or Aisin computer has a problem - ask it what's going on. I don't know.
All I know is that the transmission asked me to turn on the MIL malfunction indicator light. MY
problem is that the trans slips out of gear for about 10 seconds then back in and it does this any
time it wants and I get error codes P and P I had the TCM replaced 4 time 3 or f under warrenty
and I know the battery wasn't disconnected so the Dealer is now thinking Wiring Harness.
Anybody out there that had the same problem? What were your solutions? I had that problem
also, I found that the hose from the hose to the EGR valve was burn. The heat from the ezhaust
pipe had melted the hose. I replace the hose and the light went out. I have a very small oil leak
on a brand new Pt Cruiser Touring Edition miles. They tell me it's leaking from the head gasket
and it'll have to be replaced. Do I have any recourse with Chrysler as I'm leasing. I'm conserned
I may have residual damage which will show up in later years. We have a PT and had the same
problem. Seems the original tires were not the best. Couldn't balance the problem out. Bought a
new set of Michlins and have had no problems in 30k miles. Since you are leasing, the oil leak
should really not be a concern. How long is your lease? You most likely will turn in your car so
any long term problems will not be your problem. Oh yes I was just driving down the road and I
had stoped at a stop light and it jumped like I had been hit in the rear and I put it in N and then
put it back in Drive and it did finnaly went but I got about 1 or 2 miles and I had to have it towed
and the whole tanny had came out. No warning of any kind. I do not want to have to pay Has
anyone had this happen before. I have had to replace my EGR valve four times starting at 9,
miles and am now going into the shop for my fifth replacement at , miles. I had the valve covers
replaced at 30, They say that carbon builds up and causes the valve to plug up. I usually have to
put about one quart of oil between oil changes. This is my only real complaint. The engine s

starts idling rough and then the engine light goes on. It takes two trips to the dealer to get fixed
since they don't carry this part. Does anyone else have this problem. August My Cruiser has a
metal rod that connects the interior door handle to the latch mechanism located in the door. The
rod is about 20 inches long. Problem is the thin piece of plastic broke when the electric door
lock mechanism froze. Have any of you encounterd this problem? The air conditioning went out
in our PT Cruiser. We took it to the dealer and were told that the warranty doesn't cover repairs.
Is the design so poor that the car sits too low and any pothole can cause this problem? How
can you be expected to avoid every single pothole? And because it was an external cause the
warranty won't cover it. Anyone else heard of this? The air conditioning just went out in my PT
Cruiser also. I am told that it is not covered under warrenty either. They said the mileage is too
high. Now I am wondering if it is because of a design problem. We have owned four other
Chrysler vehicles with well over , miles and have never had a problem like this with the air
conditioning. September John, I am having problems with my engine not shutting down too. I
did not have the repair done because the problem disappeared for about six months, but has
recently started up again. Have you had any luck with your car being repaired? Thank you for
sharing. Sincerely, Debbie. Hi, has anyone had to take their PT Cruiser back because it starts up
and then just keeps shutting off. Then yesterday my check engine light came on. I have taken it
to my dealer before and I thought it was fixed-then it happened again. I am very, very fustrated. I
can drive it. RPM is not working, brake light is on, is not locking automatically, speedometer is
not working, check engine light is on. It will start, but shuts right back off-let me know. My has a
factory shift knob that has a Chrome button on the top that will not press down thus not
allowing me to get out of Park. Does anyone have any suggestions. It started a while ago, every
now and then. And I though it was becuase i removed the knob to install and after market
Chrome Skull Shifter with a Chrome knob on the top. Iafter i started having problems i removed
it and reinstalled my factory. Now Months later. It will not leave my drive way. I have tried hitting
it with the palm of my hand and no luck. I have tried rocking the car back and forth and no luck.
Please offer any advice other than taking it to the dealer. I have a and off and on engine light
issues.. Donetha:: Your problem sounds exactly like what we are going thru with our PT Cruiser.
I feel the same way. I am thinking of trading this car in. In July 05 we took it in because we were
having problems starting the car. It would start sometimes and other times it would not. So, we
took it in and they said that the battery cables were corroded and that we needed a new battery.
So, we got that fixed as well as some maintanece We got the regular oil change and tire rotation,
and then we got a tune-up, the battery changes and a 21 point check , and spark plugs changed.
The bill came up to over dollars. So a month goes by exactly a month! So we had it towed in and
this time they say that something is wrong with the starter. So, We have that done and pay
dollars for that. Now, less than a month later , I got to the store in the pouring rain a few days
ago and come out and get in my car and click, click, click, click till the cows come home. SO, by
this time I am pissed off. So, my husband comes and gets me and we leave the car in the
parking lot. Next day he calls the mechanic dealer and tells him about the problem and we talk
to him about how we should have the work done for free because we just were there three
weeks ago for the same problem. The guy is like well we will work with you. My thought and as
well as my husbands thought because we always think alike. UM, heck no. Work with me. I don't
think so. You are going to do this job for free. So, we are still in the process of getting it fixed
but I feel your pain. I guess they make these cars to last until the warranty is up and then they
go kirpluckity on us. Now, ever since we got the car the rear brakes have been squeaky and we
have taken it in once and gotten it taken car of and they still squeak. Also, the first time we got
all that work done in July he cleaned them and they still squeak. It's stupid :confuse: Also, did
anyone have trouble with their security system. A whole ago ours had a problem with locking it
self unexpectedly. We be in the car driving and it would keep locking it self over and over agian.
We'd get out the car and not lock it and it would lock it self over and over again. We had to make
sure that if we got out the car and left the key in the ignition that we left a window down because
the car might lock it self and our keys would be left in a running but locked car. Then of course
our security system just stopped opening the car but we can lock it with the remote. So key
entry but remote locking. Don't know what's up with that? I want to get a new car and forget
about it. I was planning on keeping this car a little while longer especially since my car looks
really good. People think I have a new car when it's all wash and clean. The interior look just as
good as when we bought it. We have really kept the car up! So, it has a pretty good value when
it comes to looks even though we've taken that car for a spin across the US a couple of times.
Ho Hum! I have a PT Cruiser and I have almost miles and am having problems month to month.
At first I thought it was the steering wheel causing it to lock, and then I even tried the valet key,
but lately that hasn't worked either. I am guessing there is a problem with the ignition cylinder
itself - I am forced to take it to the dealership tomorrow to find out. I will let you know what

happened. Well I was looking into buying one untill I read all these post about problems you all
are having or have had. My wife mentioned this car was what she wanted I don't think so! Good
luck Oh, how's the mileage bad or good? I had similar problems. Local dealerships told me
weeks before they could work on car so I took it to a professional mechanic. I contacted
Chrysler after the repair but they refused to consider warranty. Four months later at 40, miles
TCM goes out again! Tried local dealerships again, got the same story. Took back to same
mechanic, he was able to get replacement TCM at no charge, but I am still out labor and 1 week
in a rental car. He says there are lots of problems with the TCMs and he expects a recall. I again
contacted Chrysler, and they again refused any assistance. I am doing everything I can to get a
recall initiated on the problem. I filed a NTSHA complaint and have contacted an attorney about
possibly starting a class action against Chrysler to force a recall. See my post - message I had
this problem one time. The car had hesitated in starting on several occasions, but only once did
it fail to start. After reading somewhere about a poorly deisgned battery to starter cable, I
checked it out and sure enough there was a poor connection. This causes the terminal at the
starter to get really hot. I went to Wal-Mart and purchased a 24 inch switch to starter cable and
'piggy-backed' this cable to the existing cable. Total installation time is about 20 minutes. I feel
sure this has solved the problem. I will follow up this message in about a month to confirm that
problem is solved. Oh yes, my car is a Dream Cruiser with approximately 50K miles. Okay - so I
couldn't get the ignition to turn and I thought it was stuck, so I had a tow truck take it to a
mechanic, who ran a diagnostic on it and found out that it was the ignition cylinder which had
broken. He said that the interior mechanism looked like it was tilted upward as if the weight of
the keys or keychain pulling down made the mechanism tilt up and then break. He replaced the
cylinder and I haven't had a problem with it since. He did state that the ignition cylinder is
apparently not of a very good quality and that any heavy object on the keychain probably
caused the interior mechanism to break which I did have one attachment on the keyring which
probably caused it. Hope this helps -. October I recently had transmission problems on my
Cruiser. While that was being repaired the Dealer suggested that I have the fuel system
serviced. The engine was apparently very 'carboned up' and that this procedure would improve
the mileage. I was also told that this procedure should be done to every car at 20K mile
intervals. I haven't been able to find this same requirement in the owner's manual. Anyone else
had this or a similar situation? And by what X-ray machine did the dealer see carbon in the
combustion chambers? I am having the same problem and they want I have 43, on my cruiser.
Thanks for the tip. I have an '02 PT as well - nearing the 59, mile mark very soon. I am starting to
have a bit of revving or downshifting occuring every now and then - is that the same problem
you started to have? Please let me know. Also, how much mileage does your PT have? Did you
ever find a solution to your wobble problem? I have an '05 Touring and experience a similar
wobble in floor, not steering wheel between mph. Dealer changed the right front tire I wanted to
ask if anyone else has this problem. I have a PT Cruiser and last Sunday the engine light came
on and our temperature guage went up into the red. We parked and it smoked a little. We made
it home safely, 90 miles, after letting it cool off. Come to find out the fan assembly is totally
messed up. We're over 83, miles and this happened suddenly. Since I'm female they pooh
poohed me as some dumb broad. Well today this very same fan assembly is on a National Back
Order according to the mechanic. Over PT Cruisers need this fan assembly and only odd are
available. This smells like a potential recall to me, or it should be one. Also if your PT Cruiser
squeaks as if making a metal on metal grating sound, check to see if it's greased. I complained
of the noise to my dealer and they told me when these cars get old they make noises like that.
Yeah right. So I didn't mention it the last 2 times. I finally took it to a real mechanic and he said it
hadn't been greased. Well it doesn't squeak anymore. We also turned the car off and pulled the
key out of the ignition once, only the engine decided it still wanted to run. It wouldn't turn off for
a couple of minutes after hubby jiggled the remote control on the key chain. The key refused to
be inserted into the ignition while the engine was running by itself??? Finally the engine turned
off and the car shut down and locked itself up After more jiggling it unlocked itself. I don't think
the dealer mechanics believed me, since they think I'm an idiot. Maybe I should write up a story
about my mishaps, since I am a writer. Had to have two pipes and drier replaced last month. But
we only had to pay a few hundred dollars. As for being too low to the ground, yup! We're
constantly banging the front bumper cover on entering driveways, scraping it on curbs, etc.
Does anyone know how to repair the front bumper cover? The upper ends of the cover attach to
the insides of the front fenders by a couple of bolts. Those ends of the cover have broken off on
both fenders. Probably caused by the bottom of the cover banging driveways or scraping curbs.
If the cover were made of metal, it'd be easy to weld, but it's made of heavy vinyl. Did your car
just shut down out of the blue and not start? I experienced this problem yesterday and
wondering if I have the same cable issue. Car will not start without a jump and can not stay

running. Also, what length cable was needed? When I called Autozone they asked what length.
They have a 42" in stock. Thanks for the help. Our PT is at about 53, miles. The transmission
problems we had were leaks. I believe that the repairs were necessary, though. Few weeks ago,
tranny stopped working, did not even go into "limp" mode, rather it just spit and sputtered and
whined very loudly. Changed tranny filter and put in ATF4 fluid and it worked for about 2 weeks,
then last night, same thing. All of a sudden, the loud whine and the tranny stops working again.
My brother checked and said there's bubbles in the fluid, like the pump is starved and sucking
air. Is this serious? Anyone else heard their tranny whine? I had the same problem with my PT. I
took the key out it would still be running. I replaced the igintion switch and still had the
problem. It turned out to be a shorted wire behind the passenger airbag that was causing all the
problems. I would get in the car first thing in the morning and the ignition would be on without a
key in it. I also had the transmission go out at 78, miles. Now the airbag light stays on all the
time. Dealer says airbag needs replacing. This was my first Chrysler and is my last! My PT did
the same thing found a shorted wire behind passenger airbag. Earlier this Summer, our right
front tire kept loosing air with a slow leak. Nothing could be found in the tire. After installing
four new tires on our PT, the slow leak flats persisted. The repair shop tried replacing the valve
stem with no improvement. After thoroughly inspecint the rim of the wheel, the tire was put
back on and submerged in water. The bubbles indicated the leak came from a small hole in the
center of the wheel. Upon further inspection, there was heavy, white and flaky corrosion all
inside the body of the wheel -- none on the outside. After replacing the wheel with a used wheel
that was perfect we unmounted the other three tires and found the same condition. It is
assumed the corrosion will eat through and cause leakage on the other tires. Has anyone else
experienced this? The Svc Mgr of the dealer I bought the car from said he had only seen one
other incid
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ence of this on a Pacifica. I've started a case with Chrysler customer service but I'm wondering
if this has been a problem for other PT owners. Any comments would be most appreciated. But
it appears to be faulty materials as the inside of these wheels have never been exposed to any
outside elements. I apparently need to get the condition validated by a dealer before customer
service can take it any farther. Pine island Bill. My friend has a PT Cruiser and the dash lights on
the left-most instrument bezel are burned out. How does one get to the bulbs? I thought it would
be a simple case of reaching behind the dash, but found that the way the car is designed, that is
kind of difficult. In doing some research, it seems as if I have to remove the dashboard. Does
anyone know if that is correct, and if so, how do I do it? Is this a job better left to the dealer? I've
owned many cars in my life, and replaced many dash bulbs, but this one has me stumped. She
my friend, not the car! Thank you.

